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1 INTRODUCTION

Active learning has been an important part of undergraduate curricula for many years [5, 22]. Experiential learning is a more intensive form of active learning that has been shown to lead to deeper understanding. Students view it as more enjoyable than a didactic approach, and employers prefer to hire students who have an experiential learning background [23]. Project-based learning, a type of experiential learning, has been shown to be effective for improving student engagement and performance in STEM [7]. Capstone courses are often included in undergraduate programs as a means to provide students with project-based learning opportunities. These courses are intended to help students integrate material learned in previous courses while applying their knowledge and skills to a realistic project. Computing capstone courses have been shown to benefit students in various ways, including improving students’ estimation and planning skills [13] and by helping students understand the importance and difficulty of team collaboration and communication [18].

For roughly the past ten years, the computing capstone course at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln has offered a combination of industry, government, non-profit, and faculty-sponsored projects. Each year, the majority of project sponsors pay a fee to help cover the costs of resources required to support their projects (e.g., hardware, tools, project management support), while other projects are offered to the sponsor at no cost. The projects begin at the start of the academic year and continue through the spring semester, providing the students with a substantial project experience that spans an academic year. Teams of 5–6 students work closely with the project sponsor and follow an Agile-based software development process. While all students work as developers, some students take on additional roles such as Development Manager or Product Manager. Student teams are monitored by a team of faculty, volunteer coaches, and professional project managers. Instruction in relevant topics is delivered in workshop format (e.g., teams watch a video and then work through an exercise during their team’s work time) so that most class meetings are used for weekly sponsor meetings or as “team time” for students to work on their projects. At the end of the academic year, students transition the product to the project sponsor after presenting their work at a capstone showcase.

In Fall 2020, we piloted a single student-sponsored project with nine Software Engineering students. These students were taking the capstone course for the second time, as required by our school’s Software Engineering program. In the first year of the capstone course, the students participated in a traditional capstone project, working with their teams and external sponsors. The students’ objective in the second year of capstone was to experience the broader scope of tasks and activities that support a software development
project, such as project discovery, market analysis, technology selection, intellectual property protection, and business startup tasks (e.g., formation of an LLC). As a student-sponsored project, the team was not assigned an external project sponsor and they were responsible for providing the necessary resources to support product development. This arrangement protected the team’s rights to pursue their product at the end of the course without legal or financial ties to the university.

Our capstone course has a well-defined framework and processes to support a large number (25+) of software development capstone projects each year. However, it was not designed to instruct students in the broader scope of tasks and activities surrounding software product development. Since this extended project scope was beyond what the course normally covers, and also extended beyond the scope of the instructors’ professional experiences, we partnered with Don’t Panic Labs, a local company that mentors 30–40 entrepreneurs each year in the process of taking an idea for a software product from concept to market. Company volunteers with roles in engineering and product development guided the students through the initial phases of product discovery to the point where students selected a product to focus on for the remainder of the course.

Once a single product was selected for development, the students were able to leverage their previous capstone experience to carry out the development of the software product. The students also received help from our university’s legal clinic to work through the legal side of forming a business and preparing for their product’s release. These tasks included establishing company bylaws and branding, forming an LLC under which to operate, and writing terms of service for their application. By the end of the academic year, students had developed a business plan, marketing plan, and formed an LLC, all of which helped the students experience many of the activities necessary to create and market a software product. They also made substantial progress on product development, including selecting development technologies and creating and testing interfaces.

2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

Students pursuing an undergraduate degree in Software Engineering at our university follow a core curriculum that is different from our other computing majors. [14] The first two years (four semesters) teach fundamental computer sciences topics (i.e., topics covered in traditional CS1, CS2, and CS3 courses) integrated with Software Engineering topics. Each core Software Engineering course includes a weekly lab section in which students work in pairs to practice concepts taught in class. At the end of the first three core courses, students complete a team software development project. The fourth core course incorporates communication skills and provides a one-semester capstone experience in which students work in teams to contribute to an open source software project. The program follows a cohort model and student teams are set by the instructors so that students have an opportunity to work with many of the students in their cohort. After students complete the core courses, they take two years of the capstone course (our other computing majors are required to complete only a single year of this course). In parallel with the capstone course, Software Engineering students also take four additional Software Engineering courses covering topics such as requirements elicitation, software testing, and software design and architecture. Students in our other computing majors complete a traditional computer science curriculum (i.e., CS1, CS2, CS3) and a Software Engineering course prior to enrolling in the capstone course.

In recent years, our capstone course has evolved from instructor-defined projects to paid and unpaid projects sponsored by industry, government, non-profits, and faculty from our department and across the university. A team of faculty (tenure-track and practice faculty), professional project management staff, and a director (who is a member of the faculty) are responsible for soliciting projects, as well as guiding and assessing student work. Volunteer team coaches, usually from industry, provide their business, project, or technical expertise to mentor students as they complete their projects. The program typically solicits 25–30 projects each year based on projected enrollment. Students are assigned to projects based on their project preferences submitted at the beginning of the academic year. Project sponsors are expected to spend 2–3 hours each week meeting or working with their student team.

To ensure the faculty and staff can manage a large number of students and projects each year, all projects follow a standardized development process based on Agile practices taught in previous Software Engineering courses. During the fall semester, the teams of 5–6 students complete three release cycles. At the beginning of each release cycle, students estimate how much work they can complete, and negotiate the deliverables with the project sponsor. At the end of each release cycle, students hold a release meeting to share their progress with the project sponsor. Students are expected to deliver working software at the end of each release cycle. During the spring semester, students complete three additional release cycles. At the end of the year, students present their work at a showcase event for faculty, students, project sponsors, and members of the community.

Working with a project sponsor provides students with an opportunity to learn industry practices and software development in the context of changing and conflicting objectives. They also get the chance to practice non-technical skills, including time management, negotiation, communication, and leadership. Students also experience collaborating with a development team, delegating work, and filling a variety of roles. Students in our capstone course complete projects in web development, mobile apps, data analytics, virtual reality, and a host of other technologies. Software Engineering students taking the capstone for the second time are expected to mentor first-year capstone students in the practices, processes, and technologies used for capstone projects. They are also encouraged to pursue a leadership role, to choose a project with unfamiliar technologies, or to choose a project in a different industry (e.g., agriculture, banking).

In Fall 2020, a group of nine Software Engineering students enrolled in the capstone course for the second time proposed the idea of a student-sponsored project in which they assumed responsibility for the entire project, including the project sponsor role. The students argued they would receive the same benefits in terms of software development experience, but with the added experiences of product discovery and business startup tasks – business and marketing plan development, branding, and navigating the legal
hurdles of forming a corporation. Students wanted to experience a project from the sponsor’s perspective to better understand the tasks and activities necessary to develop and deploy software, and ultimately to experience a “startup environment” in its infancy. The students argued that if they were making decisions regarding which product to work on and the technologies used to build the product, they would be more motivated to work on the project and to give it their best efforts.

Given this expanded scope, our capstone course needed additional resources if we were to allow a student-sponsored project. The business college offers courses in business law, entrepreneurship, and other relevant topics, but requiring students to take additional courses was not practical given the short timeframe between when the students proposed the idea of a student-sponsored project and the start of the fall term. Moreover, our undergraduate Software Engineering program is highly prescriptive and does not include open electives for students to take courses outside their required courses. Instead of using university resources for the product discovery process, we secured the support of a local industry partner, Don’t Panic Labs (DPL) [12]. DPL specializes in helping technology entrepreneurs through the product discovery process. Members of the company served as volunteer coaches to help the students determine the “best” idea to pursue as their company’s first software product. To help with the legal aspects of their project, the students contacted the university’s law school and were connected with a legal clinic that provides third-year law students with practical experience handling early-stage legal matters for startup businesses throughout the state. With this team of faculty, legal experts, and software startup specialists in place, the student-sponsored team had the support necessary to move forward with their software product ideas.

3 RELATED WORK

Many universities offer (and often require) a capstone course for undergraduate students, especially for students in computing programs [8, 10, 19]. However, student-sponsored projects within a capstone course appear to be rare. Among the universities in our academic conference (2020 Big 10 Universities), none list student-sponsored projects on their website or senior capstone course descriptions, as shown in Table 1. After expanding our search, we found only one university among roughly 40 that we explored with this option. This is somewhat surprising, given the reported success from the seven “student-initiated” projects (out of 20 total projects) at a university in Colorado: all reported a great value to student participants, and all seven delivered a valuable product [15].

There are many experience reports describing how to support and deliver capstone experiences and the benefits of capstone projects [3], and how these experiences can narrow the gap between education and industry [1]. However, Devadiga notes that Software Engineering education is often focused on providing students with knowledge and skills to work in mature organizations, whereas startup organizations require different skillsets that are not necessarily covered in a traditional Software Engineering curriculum [4]. This has led a number of universities with Computer Science programs to pursue new ways to connect their capstone projects with industry work. Our work specifically addresses this issue by providing students with an opportunity to experience an expanded project scope that includes product discovery and other startup activities typically handled by a capstone project sponsor. By pursuing this option in their second year of the capstone course, students not only get a second opportunity to apply their Software Engineering knowledge and skills, but they also learn how the uncertainties of a startup organization impact the engineering of software.

In a report by Chanin et al., four Mathematics and Computer Science students at Western Carolina University report how their CS program spent three years developing a two-semester capstone project that places an emphasis on project management and product domain research, in addition to technical abilities [2]. They describe how these projects can be used to better prepare students for all steps of the software development cycle: software testing, version control, pitch presentations, etc. The students credited their capstone experience with helping them improve their soft skills and with their job search. Although their overall experience was positive, they noted that “a number of students... felt the capstone course could be improved in regards to development skills.” Primarily, many students noted the lack of guidance or mentoring from faculty or others outside their team. Our work is similar in terms of what was expected of students; however, we actively sought help from other specialists to provide mentoring support in areas such as business law, marketing, and project discovery, to ensure students had sufficient resources to complete a student-sponsored project.

In another capstone experience report written from a student’s perspective [6], the author examines his own experience in a Software Engineering capstone course and suggests possible improvements. One of the most significant points for improvement made by the author centers on the value added by expanding the breadth of a student team’s project. Although the capstone experience described by the author is dissimilar to our student-sponsored team in significant ways—for instance, our capstone course is two semesters instead of a single semester, the argument to expand projects to allow students more freedom and learning opportunities in order to give them “stronger Software Engineering skills” and better “real-world training,” is similar to the argument the students on our student-sponsored project used to justify an expanded project scope. In some ways, our report stands to validate some of the proposed improvements in [6].

Factors influencing student motivation and student success in capstone projects are addressed in several studies. For instance, Ikonen et al. sought to distill so-called “High Impact Success Factors” for capstone projects—properties of teams or operational decisions that lead teams to successful outcomes, identified the makeup and experience of teams as a crucial factor in that team’s success [9]. Two key elements called out by this report are a team’s ability to communicate and remain unified in their goals. The students on our student-sponsored team had the advantage of three years working together in prior teams and courses; this allowed them to begin their project with an established standard of communication and other processes. Many of the “high-impact success factors” outlined in [9] were present in our student-sponsored team to some degree, including alignment of prior skills and good communication, allowing the team to operate with cohesion. These factors did not
The study also revealed a lot about which aspects of an immersive environment, involving over 100 students across 14 teams [17]. While the report is largely focused on the companies that work with student teams, it aims to address the motivation of all capstone participants. Based on student and industry surveys, the report highlights the different motivating factors for capstone participants and how they affect performance. The report notes that most students are highly motivated to perform well in their projects because of the practical experience they can gain; the relationship seems to go both ways: students that are highly motivated tend to reap greater results from their experience. The capstone experience reported in this work had similar results. Our students experienced greater motivation in their project, as they saw the practical application of their work. Additionally, students reported learning more from the experience when they were more highly motivated to engage in it. Overall, this led to a better experience for students and a better end product.

Paasivaara et al. found that students’ attitudes toward their work was shown to improve after students participated in realistic capstone projects [18]. The study notes that "[t]hey have observed that participating in such a course seems to have an effect on student attitudes related to software engineering topics, as they gain experience from a simulated, yet very ‘real’ project." Students in the study spent six months working on their projects, learning new technical and other skills such as how to participate in Scrum ceremonies. The study also revealed a lot about which aspects of an immersive capstone course were helpful or difficult for students. Although the work of students in our report was done without an industry sponsor, it is similar in terms of working in a simulated, yet realistic environment, and students in both studies experienced a positive impact on their attitudes towards their future careers.

In an analysis of ten years of teaching a computing capstone course offerings, Khmelevsky describes the course outcomes and feedback from students who participated in these courses [11]. The report indicates many of the most difficult aspects of these capstone courses for students resulted from a lack of team cohesion (e.g., teamwork, leadership, communication) and lack of Software Engineering experience (e.g., software testing, project management).

In our computing programs, students are required to complete at least one Software Engineering course before enrolling in a capstone course. Based on our experience, we recommend that students who want to pursue a student-sponsored project also complete a year of capstone with an external sponsor before joining a student-sponsored team. These two recommendations are primarily due to the results noted in [11], as these experiences set up student teams to succeed in their own projects.

It has been argued by some that undergraduate Software Engineering curricula should begin by exposing students to the ‘big picture’ early to help students establish a context for what they are learning, rather than delivering foundational courses (such as Math) [20]. The same principle can be applied to a capstone course. Students who work on an industry-sponsored project are exposed to industry processes, tools and practices, but are typically shielded from the business side of the project and rarely see how software development fits into the broader context of the sponsor’s business activities and processes, nor how their work impacts the sponsor’s organization. By providing the opportunity for a student-sponsored project in a capstone course, students gain exposure not only to software engineering practices, but they also have opportunities to work on the broader scope of activities performed by a project sponsor prior to entering the workforce. Moreover, they learn to manage the complexities of the business context surrounding software development and enjoy a significant amount of control over the organization’s future and success, but in a low-risk and supportive environment.

### Table 1: Big 10 Computer Science and Engineering Capstone Course Links (all resources accessed in Dec 2020 - Jan 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>CSE Major and Senior Capstone Outline/Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois</td>
<td><a href="https://mechse.illinois.edu/undergraduate/senior-capstone-design-program">https://mechse.illinois.edu/undergraduate/senior-capstone-design-program</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University - Bloomington</td>
<td><a href="https://engineering.indiana.edu/courses/class/iub-fall-2020-engr-e490">https://engineering.indiana.edu/courses/class/iub-fall-2020-engr-e490</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td><a href="https://cs.uiowa.edu/undergraduate-programs/cse-requirements">https://cs.uiowa.edu/undergraduate-programs/cse-requirements</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
<td><a href="https://undergrad.cs.unl.edu/degree-requirements-cs-major">https://undergrad.cs.unl.edu/degree-requirements-cs-major</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td><a href="https://www.cse.msu.edu/~cse498/2021-01/home/">https://www.cse.msu.edu/~cse498/2021-01/home/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
<td><a href="https://cse.umn.edu/cs/sponsor-capstone-project-course">https://cse.umn.edu/cs/sponsor-capstone-project-course</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/computer-science/academics/courses/descriptions/362.html">https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/computer-science/academics/courses/descriptions/362.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
<td><a href="https://engineering.osu.edu/corporate-engagement/capstone-projects">https://engineering.osu.edu/corporate-engagement/capstone-projects</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td><a href="https://www.ime.psu.edu/industry/capstone-design-projects.aspx">https://www.ime.psu.edu/industry/capstone-design-projects.aspx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td><a href="https://engineering.purdue.edu/IE/corporatepartners/capstoneprojects">https://engineering.purdue.edu/IE/corporatepartners/capstoneprojects</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers School of Engineering</td>
<td><a href="https://mae.rutgers.edu/capstone-design-project">https://mae.rutgers.edu/capstone-design-project</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nebraska-Lincoln</td>
<td><a href="http://cse.unl.edu/senior-design">http://cse.unl.edu/senior-design</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4 KEY FEATURES OF OUR STUDENT-SPONSORED CAPSTONE PROJECT

Our capstone timeline, practices, and processes have been fine-tuned over time to create a framework that efficiently supports a large number of students working in teams to complete projects with external project sponsors (i.e., sponsors who are typically not the course instructors). Consistent deadlines and deliverable requirements across projects help faculty and professional project managers manage course and student expectations, and the demands of fair and timely grading. However, our capstone framework was designed to support only the software development aspects of the projects, leaving the project sponsor to provide support for the broader scope of tasks related to how the software developed by the students fits into their organization. Requiring a student-sponsored team, with the additional responsibilities typically handled by an external project sponsor, to adhere to existing deadlines and deliverables was unrealistic.

In Table 2, we summarize the key differences between a traditional capstone team and the approach the student-sponsored team chose (with faculty approval) in terms of roles performed by students and faculty, student time commitments, and how the two types of teams operate in general. In the remainder of this section, we provide additional details regarding the timeline and activities of the student-sponsored project, and the ways in which we approached assessing the students’ achievement of the learning outcomes.

4.1 Timeline & Activities

A key difference between the student-sponsored project and a traditional capstone project is the timeline of activities and project deliverables. Traditional capstone projects follow a pre-defined release cycle defined by the course instructional team - three releases in the fall and three project releases in the spring. The deliverables for each release are negotiated with the project sponsor. The student-sponsored team did not follow a pre-defined release cycle, nor did they have pre-defined deliverables. Moreover, the student-sponsored team served as both the producer and the consumer of their software product, and therefore had control over whether to continue development of an artifact or to scrap what they had built. They also had the flexibility to choose whether or not they would continue to develop and market their software at the end of the year. Despite this flexibility, the student-sponsored project team was still required to produce artifacts for assessment and to show sufficient progress was being made on their software product. The student-sponsored team was also required to meet weekly with faculty advisors, similar to traditional capstone teams meeting weekly with project sponsors. At each faculty advisor meeting, students were required to demo product functionality and project documentation (e.g., JIRA issues, task boards).

A traditional capstone team typically spends the fall semester getting to know the members of the team, building a working relationship with the project sponsor, soliciting project requirements, becoming familiar with technologies that will be used to develop the product. Towards the end of the semester, students begin developing fixes or features for the sponsor. Unlike a traditional capstone project, the students on the student-sponsored team already knew each other because they had studied together for three years and had worked on course projects together in their Software Engineering and Computer Science courses. As a result, the team formation process had already been completed prior to the beginning of the semester. The student-sponsored team also did not need to spend time getting to know the project sponsor or the sponsor’s expectations. Instead, they spent the majority of the fall semester (August–December) on project discovery, as shown in Figure 1.

The students began the fall semester with four ideas for software products. The students believed each idea was feasible, but had not performed a product analysis nor started to develop the product. To help the team identify a single product to pursue during the capstone course, volunteers from Don’t Panic Labs led the students through a product discovery process. The DPL product discovery process is based on their experience helping 30–40 local entrepreneurs assess the feasibility and viability of software project ideas each year.

To expedite the process of evaluating four product ideas, the students divided themselves into smaller teams of 2–3 students, and each team worked through the process for one of the four ideas. While the project discovery process looked slightly different for each product, each team conducted market research, competitor analysis, and prospective user interviews. Teams researched similar products or solutions to their own, and sat down with prospective users to determine their priorities and needs. Their goal was to determine if each product was profitable or marketable as well as technically possible. This research would lay the foundation for setting development priorities for the team. Two project ideas were dismissed early in the discovery process because they did not appear to be as marketable or financially viable as originally thought. The remaining two product ideas were deemed viable and were assessed further in the next phase of the project: business plan development.

During business plan development, the students selected which software product to pursue. Their decision was based heavily on user and market research, which allowed them to move forward confidently with their selected product. Since the team did not complete the product selection task until near the end the fall semester, the team did not produce any software deliverables in the fall semester. Instead, the team prepared a set of objectives and expected deliverables for the spring semester. These objectives and deliverables were similar to what an external sponsor would provide to a traditional capstone team at the beginning of the academic year. As a result, the student-sponsored team ended the first semester in a state similar to the state a typical capstone team would begin the fall semester. This left the student-sponsored team with only one semester to develop their chosen product.

During the spring semester (January–May), the student-sponsored team focused on software development tasks. One of the challenges early in the semester was aligning team members’ view of the end goal. Students who had spent the discovery phase working on the product idea that was ultimately selected for development had a much deeper understanding of the product vision. To help develop
Table 2: A Comparison of a traditional capstone project with a student-sponsored team

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional Capstone Team</th>
<th>Student-sponsored Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Roles</strong></td>
<td>Development Manager, Product Manager, Developers</td>
<td>Sponsors, Development Focus Managers, Product Managers, Developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-student Roles</strong></td>
<td>Project Manager, Tribe Lead, Project Sponsor(s)</td>
<td>Faculty Advisor(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Releases (per Academic Year)</strong></td>
<td>6 pre-set, evenly-spaced releases</td>
<td>1 final release, with option for smaller releases as set by students and faculty advisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Goals</strong></td>
<td>Not addressed by student team</td>
<td>Created entirely by student team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting Point</strong></td>
<td>Idea provided to students by sponsor; sponsor may also provide existing software</td>
<td>Students start from scratch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Practices</strong></td>
<td>Set by student team</td>
<td>Set by student team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team Worktimes</strong></td>
<td>Entire team meets 8-10 hours per week</td>
<td>Entire team meets 2-3 hours per week; smaller sub teams meet an additional 8-10 hours per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Technology</strong></td>
<td>May be provided by sponsor or set by team, depending on project</td>
<td>Selected by student team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor Meetings</strong></td>
<td>Student team meets with sponsor weekly</td>
<td>Student team meets with faculty advisor(s) weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day-to-day Project Management</strong></td>
<td>Set by sponsor(s)</td>
<td>Set by student team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Course Lectures &amp; Workshops</strong></td>
<td>Students attend</td>
<td>Students do not attend (they took part in their first year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td>Capstone or sponsor provide resources (e.g., software &amp; hardware)</td>
<td>Capstone does not provide resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Student-sponsored project actual timeline versus proposed future timeline

a shared understanding of the product across all nine team members, the team engaged in product and story mapping activities. Once the project vision and scope were agreed upon, technologies were selected, development roles decided, and the project management framework (e.g., Jira environment) was established before starting concrete development. Technical tasks completed during the spring semester included the development of user interfaces, database design and implementation, and web and mobile interface development. The goal at the beginning of the semester was to deliver a minimal viable product (MVP) by the end of the term (in approximately four months). During this time, the team also conducted user interviews and usability tests, studied business formation processes, and continued to manage their project goals and timeline – tasks often completed by the project sponsor for a traditional capstone team. At the end of the semester, the team delivered prototypes of their product in the form of a web app and a mobile app. Similar to traditional capstone teams, the student-sponsored team also delivered a release presentation at the end of the semester highlighting the features of their software product and their value to the customer. They also presented their strategies for marketing and selling their product, which represented the business tasks completed as part of their expanded project scope.

4.2 Assessment of a Student-sponsored Team

The students on the student-sponsored team were assessed similarly to the students on a traditional capstone team. Course grades are based on performance evaluations (45%), team behaviors and process (20%), role assignment (20%), individual instructor assessment (10%), and technical presentation (5%). Performance assessment used the same general model we do for other capstone projects, in which we consider the team’s communication, execution, planning, and vision. During the product discovery phase, the assessment was
4.3 Other Considerations for a Student-sponsored Project

Capstone projects teach students many valuable non-technical skills, such as teamwork, time management, conflict management, and communication skills. Since students on the student-sponsored project team had already completed one year of the capstone course, they had already been exposed to, and learned how to, manage many of the challenges of team software development. However, there were still valuable non-technical skills to be learned in a student-sponsored project. Notably, students learned the importance of project management in the context of financial concerns, the challenges of working with end-users who do not have a stake in the project, and the challenge of balancing academic, business, and technical tasks within a tight timeframe.

In a traditional capstone project, students have little to no concern for financial support or profit, since the sponsor manages the financial concerns associated with the product. However, in the case of a student-sponsored project, financial issues impact many aspects of software product development. Students must be cognizant of these impacts and also be willing to work within their financial constraints (i.e., when ideas are viable or valuable but not financially feasible). Since our student-sponsored team chose to work without the benefit of university resources in order to retain full rights to their software product, they were financially responsible for several startup costs. For instance, the establishment of an LLC in Nebraska requires a number of fees be paid, including filing fees, the publication of the founding in a public newspaper, and the rental of office space within the state. Students may also have to pay for services such as JIRA project management software and development resources such as cloud services or web hosting for their product. In our experience, students were able to start with free versions of these services while enrolled in the capstone course, as they did not yet need to release their product or account for a large pool of users yet, so their primary financial investment was related to the formation of an LLC.

Students on a student-sponsored team must also be willing to seek out potential customers to help identify product requirements, since they do not have a sponsor to provide project scope and project requirements. Finding potential customers and getting good input from potential users who do not have a vested interest in the product can be especially challenging and time consuming, especially when the project timeline is bound by the constraints of an academic calendar and students have other academic requirements and demands on their time.

One aspect of a traditional capstone experience that may appear to be lacking in a student-sponsored project is the connection with industry. Although the lack of an industry sponsor removes one of the typical connections students build with industry in a capstone course, using industry mentors to guide the students through the product discovery phase can provide an important industry connection that would otherwise be lost if students work with the university’s business school or other university organization to provide this support. The university’s legal clinic also provided a valuable new connection for students as they enter their careers in technology. Capstone faculty also benefited from these relationships, as they can be leveraged to help support future student-sponsored teams.

The lack of connection with industry is also a curricular issue. We did not allow students in their first capstone year to participate in the self-sponsored project because the IEEE Computer Society’s and ACM’s Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering states that a project should have a “customer” other than the supervising faculty member[21] (and, by extension, other than themselves). We could best guarantee that experience by requiring students’ projects in their first capstone year to have an external sponsor.

Finally, intellectual property is a critical component for a student-sponsored project. Because the students on our student-sponsored team wanted to commercialize their project, we consulted and followed our university’s policies to ensure students would retain full rights to their software products. Our university’s policy is that if the students made substantial use of university resources on their project then the university would own the work.[16] As a result, the students chose to forego much of the support that we normally provide to capstone projects, and we confirmed with the university’s general counsel beforehand, that the remaining support we provided would not be construed as “substantial use” of university resources.

5 LESSONS LEARNED

In this section, we provide the lessons learned from both the student’s perspective and the faculty’s perspective. Despite the faculty’s inexperience with entrepreneurship projects and the activities involved with forming a software startup, the overall capstone experience for both the students and the faculty was positive and we plan to continue to offer this experience to future second-year capstone students.
5.1 Student Observations
A traditional capstone experience provides students with valuable experience learning new technologies and practicing software development in teams. Students on a student-sponsored project continue to grow in these areas, but they also learn about new product development and about the work necessary to create a new business entity. In previous coursework and capstone experiences, students’ assignments focused on software development on projects with requirements and objectives specified by their instructors or project sponsors. The greater level of autonomy this team had over the deliverables and development of their software product, and the ability to explore technologies, conduct market research, and make contacts with local industry were novel and valuable experiences.

Lesson #1: Practicing teamwork and collaborative development in a self-organized team prepares students to work in industry or a startup post-graduation. Previously, whether in course assignments or other capstone projects, students were typically assigned to their teams (and possibly even their roles). When this student-sponsored project began, students had an opportunity to self-organize, which enabled them to discover their leadership and technical skills. Each member of the student team was able to find a role in which they could learn and grow, and make unique and valuable contributions to their project. As a student-sponsored team, they also had to work together on tasks typically handled by project sponsors, such as establishing development guidelines and project priorities. Because the team had a common educational and technical background, they were able to reach a point of stability and productivity faster than if they had not had a shared background. Overall, students shared that participating in this student-sponsored capstone project helped prepare them for work in software development, marketing, and other areas of business after graduation, ultimately narrowing the gap between their academic course work and their careers post-graduation.

Takeaways:
- Students see an increased benefit from academic experiences that closely parallel real work in industry.
- With the assumption that they have sufficient prior experience and technical knowledge, students benefit when given greater autonomy.

Lesson #2: Balancing technical development and business tasks is challenging for students. In a traditional capstone project, sponsors typically manage the business side of the project, while the capstone team uses information provided by the sponsor to complete the technical tasks associated with developing the product. For a student-sponsored project, the business tasks are now in the scope of work completed by the students, in addition to the work of developing the product. This means that the conflicts and interdependencies between technical and business tasks now have to be managed by the students, just like any startup organization. This led to a novel experience for the students on the team, who noticed a feedback loop during the project in which business decisions influenced the technical direction of the product, and technical opportunities (and limitations) influenced business decisions. To help balance the demands of business and technical work, and also to accommodate students’ preferences to focus on business or technical tasks, the students elected to divide the team into business and technical sub-teams. The business team focused on the business, marketing, and market research involved in the creation of our LLC and product, and other team members focused more on the software development tasks. Students who chose to be part of the business-focused team also worked on the technical development, but to a lesser degree, which provided first-hand experience helping the team attempt to strike a balance between the business considerations and development priorities. While it was both novel and, at times, overwhelming, working with these competing demands was an engaging and valuable experience of how competing priorities can influence the evolution of a product. Additionally, students realized that their assumption when starting the project was incorrect: they thought that they would be able to complete their project, with its added scope, while retaining all the same benefits and experience of a traditional capstone project. But as the time for the project was the same, adding scope in the form of research and business tasks necessarily took time from development tasks. This is not to say that the time was not fruitful or well-spent, but the students were not able to develop as much of the project as they would have given the full academic year without the business tasks.

Takeaways:
- When developing a software product, business opportunities and limitations inform development priorities.
- Similarly, technical progress and limitations can inform business priorities.
- Giving students a view into the business and technical side of their decisions and development allows them to see how these two sides influence the other and give them a more complete picture of the product design and development process.

Lesson #3: The benefits students receive from their capstone experience correlate directly with what the students are willing to invest. Students can derive considerable benefits from working on a traditional project in a familiar domain or using familiar technologies. At a minimum, these projects allow students to learn how to work in teams, how to manage projects, and how to communicate in a professional environment. However, once students have completed the project and have learned these basic skills, completing another project under similar conditions limits the ways in which students can grow. The students on the student-sponsored team chose to leverage the safety of an academic environment to push themselves outside their comfort zone of working for a project sponsor. They chose to start a new software company and product. Because students were given a lot of freedom in how they accomplished these goals, they also had a lot of responsibility to push themselves to learn what they needed to know. They also had to manage their time and project priorities, given the expanded project scope but same timeframe as a traditional capstone project. And, they had to be willing to push themselves to take risks when it would have been easier to choose options they were familiar with. In the end, this was the greatest benefit of participating in a student-sponsored team.

Takeaways:
- When students are working with a greater degree of autonomy, they have greater control over the benefits they can gain from their work.
• Self-disciplined and self-motivated students stand to benefit greatly from being involved in student-sponsored projects, as they have to be ready to put in a full effort to realize all the benefits of such a project.

5.2 Faculty Observations

Our Software Engineering program has many unique qualities that allowed us to experiment with a student-sponsored capstone project. These include the fact that our program follows a cohort model in which students complete many of their major classes together. Our students also have many opportunities to practice software engineering in teams by completing team capstone projects in their core courses, completing two years of a year-long capstone course, and through the completion of at least one internship for credit. However, we believe our experiences with a student-sponsored project can be used to inform other computing capstone courses that would like to offer a similar opportunity to their students. In the remainder of this section, we highlight the key lessons the faculty learned from our first experience with a student-sponsored project.

Lesson #1: Team cooperation and cohesion are paramount in a self-sponsored team. Team dynamics are a crucial component of any team; however, in a student-sponsored team, the additional pressure resulting from the increased project scope, the uncertainties of what product will be developed, and the lack of an external sponsor to guide the team means the team’s success is even more heavily dependent on their ability to quickly form into a cohesive unit, and then to operate in a cooperative manner. On the one hand, our students had the advantages of studying and working together for three years so they were able to quickly organize their team, assign roles, and begin working on product discovery. They also self-selected their team and thus began the project with a sense of trust in each other’s skills and knowledge. On the other hand, the students’ shared academic history may have meant they were less creative in their approach to solving problems when compared with a group of students with diverse academic backgrounds. Moreover, the rapid team formation may have nudged students into team roles they successfully performed on previous projects, rather than allowing the students to explore a new role in this team.

Takeaways:
• Specialized teamwork instruction, practice, and tool support may be necessary to help students with the challenges of working in a team in an uncertain and unstructured environment.
• Team members’ prior experiences working together can help the team form more quickly but may also be a limiting factor at both the individual and the team level.

Lesson #2: If possible, have the students complete project discovery prior to the beginning of the fall term. The timeline and deliverables for our first student-sponsored team were determined on-the-fly as the academic year progressed. This was partly due to our lack of experience with mentoring a team through the early stages of project discovery, and partly due to scheduling issues with our industry partner. Ideally, students will have completed their project selection by the beginning of the term, or at the latest, during the time when other capstone teams are going through the formation process and getting to know their project sponsors. Planning for early discovery optimistically allows students to start development early, but it also affords more time if the team needs to start over or continue product discovery.

Takeaways:
• Identify and build your support team prior to the start of the project.
• Identify project deliverables and rubrics for assessment.
• Identify project resources (e.g., sample business and marketing plans or templates).
• Create a flexible timeline that specifies deliverables and dates to guide the project and to give the support team an idea of when their support and services may be needed.

Lesson #3: Be willing to let the students fail along the way (and reassure students it is OK to fail). In an academic setting, the objective is typically to provide students with the resources necessary to help them succeed. In a student-sponsored project, it is important for students to work with less structure and fewer instructions so they can learn the importance of initiative, and the challenges of solving problems that are not well-defined, or that cannot be easily solved. Failures along the way can provide important lessons for students. To encourage students to take calculated risks that could lead to failure, reassure students this is an important component of the learning objectives.

Takeaways:
• Create a framework for monitoring the teams’ decisions and progress to ensure students are making adequate progress, even if it is not on a direct path to their goals.
• Have a plan in place if product discovery fails. Our plan was to ask the students to begin product discovery again with a new set of ideas.

Lesson #4: Finally, be willing to model how to step out of your comfort zone for your students. We had the option to decline the students’ request because we did not have practical experience taking a software product from concept to development, nor did we have time to plan a new process for a student-sponsored project. We instead chose to use this opportunity to step outside our comfort zone to fill our knowledge gaps. This opportunity also taught us just how much our students are capable of accomplishing in an academic year.

Takeaways:
• Let students know this is an experiment and you do not have all the answers—this is an important message for students to hear.
• Be patient and flexible. Things will likely not fall into place the first time, or even the second time. Based on our experience, it will likely take several student-sponsored projects before we have a process, timeline and set of expected deliverables we are comfortable with, and before we feel truly comfortable mentoring a student-sponsored project.
• Solicit volunteers to help when you lack expertise. We found industry volunteers who were happy to help the students (and faculty) with their project, treating them as any other client who seeks help with a software product idea.
6 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Experiential learning opportunities are a critical component of an undergraduate curriculum. They provide students with practical experience working in their field and making connections to the real-world. In this work, we describe how a student-sponsored computing capstone project benefits students by exposing them to the intersection of software development and business development. Although the student-sponsored team did not deploy a product at the end of the academic year, they did complete many of the business tasks that are outside the scope of a traditional computing capstone course, in addition to the software development tasks. Students on the team found the overall project experience beneficial, especially when compared with working on a traditional capstone project for a second year. In particular, students felt they had gained a more realistic view of how software is developed in industry, and they developed a greater appreciation for how software development activities fit in the broader context of business practices, especially in a startup or small business environment. Students also found the autonomy of a self-sponsored capstone project to be beneficial by providing them with opportunities to research and choose technologies themselves, and to make decisions regarding which features their product would support.

If a traditional capstone project is viewed as a way to introduce students to software development practices, processes, and technologies used in practice, then a student-sponsored project is a way to introduce students to the business practices of goal setting, investigating market viability, and performing other tasks typically handled by a capstone project sponsor – while also providing students with additional opportunities to practice their Software Engineering, teamwork, and communication skills. Students gain experience working in a software startup with less financial risk and more time to dedicate to product development by pursuing their software product ideas within the context of an academic course. Although many startup businesses dedicate a large amount of time to securing investments from outside sources, the student-sponsored project chose not pursue outside investors as part of their capstone project. This was due, in part, to the fact that outside investors would introduce additional stakeholders in the project and the students wanted autonomy in their project decisions. The students also did not want to further expand the project scope to include the time consuming process of investor acquisition. Now that this group of students has completed the capstone course, they plan to continue development of their product, and they plan to release the product to the market in the near future.

Student team members are not the only beneficiaries of the student-sponsored project. Their future employers—even if they are not startup companies—will also benefit from the knowledge and experience the students bring with them into their careers. The startup community in general can also benefit from working with Software Engineering students who have already experienced the challenges of starting a software company. Finally, the faculty who mentored the students have benefited from the experience through their exposure to entrepreneurial activities. This knowledge can be carried forward to the benefit of future capstone students.

Although our experience is based on a single team and a single academic year, student feedback indicates a student-sponsored capstone project is a valuable experience that can expose students to a broad range of product development activities – such as business, marketing, and branding – that would not have been included in a traditional capstone project. Although the students did not take the product to market during the academic year, the work they were able to complete left the students feeling more prepared for their post-graduation careers – whether or not they choose to participate in a software startup.

Scalability of a capstone course is always an important topic when considering a new types of projects. While two faculty members had oversight of the student-sponsored project, we believe that once the relevant partnerships are well-established and the lesson material is stable, the per-faculty workload will be no greater than that for a traditional capstone team (i.e., one faculty member for 5–6 capstone teams), and that the model will scale to accommodate additional entrepreneurial teams until factors other than faculty workload become the limiting factors.

In the future, we plan to improve the learning experience for students on a student-sponsored team, by 1) continuing to develop our collaborations with local industry to mentor students through the product discovery phase of the project, 2) placing a limit on the time for product discovery to provide more time for students to work on business and software development tasks, 3) creating a set of resources specifically for startup-style capstone projects, 4) creating a parallel framework of processes, activities and deliverables for student-sponsored projects that provide similar support to our traditional capstone projects, and by 5) developing an evaluation system for student-sponsored projects to inform future improvements.
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